
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

This sheet is for anyone who would like to have a greater understanding of the 

sensitive content prior to seeing the show, therefore please be aware that if you read 

on there will be significant spoilers. 

This show has an age guidance of 14+, it contains strong, sometimes sexual, language 

throughout, emotive themes of an adult nature including child loss due to Leukaemia, 

references to mental illness, a hostage situation, violence with weapons, a bomb 

threat, loud bangs and gun shots. 

 

Good Luck, Studio follows the cast and crew of an iconic kids TV show, Wibble the 

Dragon. It’s the last day of filming and the show is over budget, the cast are 

disinterested or incapable and the crew need to make sure no more accidents occur or 

they’d be sued. The show opens in the Studio where the cast (Toby, Elizabeth, Anthony 

& Pam) are filming the last episode and being watched over by assistant director, 

Michaela who feeds them notes from the gallery from her headset. Toby is incapable 

of saying his Dr Seuss inspired lines as Wibble, Elizabeth is hoping she can fake an 

injury and get an accident form so she gets paid without having to work, Anthony acts 

as if he’s in a Shakespearean drama and Pam just hopes someone will remember her 

name. At the end of the scene the clocks turn back and we see all the action of the last 

half an hour, but from the gallery’s perspective. 

We meet Andy – a BAFTA award-winning director, Saoirse – the stressed producer and 

Sean, the writer, who has a crush on leading actress Elizabeth. In this scene, David 

Cooper-Brown, a disgruntled actor who auditioned for the part of Wibble arrives and 

threatens the creatives plus Toby & Anthony at gun point, he holds them hostage so 

that he can play the part of Wibble. David reveals he is also wearing a bomb and tells 

them he lost his daughter to Leukaemia and Wibble the Dragon was her favourite TV 

show, when he auditioned and didn’t get the part he describes her losing her fight. Act 

1 closes with Andy agreeing David can play Wibble. 

Act 2 starts in the gallery where they are watching David perform as Wibble, they 

come up with an escape plan and Sean convinces Toby to break his wrists to get out of 

his handcuffs, during the scene Pam comes up to the gallery and they realise David is 

also coming back up, they tell Pam to hide in the cupboard. Andy winds David up and 

he snaps, firing his gun at Andy’s BAFTA which also hits the cupboard and Pam falls 

out having been shot in the leg. After David leaves, the team try to come up with a plan 

to disarm David but continue with the filming, they then hear a gunshot and think 

David has killed Elizabeth, they all run down to see what has happened. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Scene 2 takes place in Kevin the Medic’s office, he is trying to put together an Airfix 

model but accidentally sticks his hands together with superglue, this results in him 

making a number of calls to 999, when he hears the gunshot he leaves his office and 

heads to the gallery. 

The clock turns back again and we move to the final scene in the Studio, where they’re 

filming the scene with David as Wibble. In between takes Elizabeth talks about how 

rubbish the show is, Anthony tries to stop her from doing this as he knows its David in 

the costume. David and Elizabeth leave the set and Anthony manages to tell Michaela 

about the situation upstairs. Toby comes downstairs and charges at David, they roll 

around the floor fighting, Michaela eventually pulls David off Toby and Toby manages 

to get the bomb trigger with his teeth. David then shoots the gun towards Elizabeth 

who falls off the tree she is sat on, luckily he just nips her foot. The gun falls to the floor 

and Toby and Kevin try to pick it up but due to their hands being out of action it is a 

struggle, they eventually get it between them but throw it straight back to David. 

Michaela whacks the gun out of David’s hand with her clipboard, as it hits the floor it 

fires catching Andy in the arm. David then threatens Andy with a gun to his head, Andy 

manages to convince David not to kill him and to not continue with his plan. Saoirse 

realises they have 6 minutes left to film the episode, they decide the show must go on 

and David agrees to play Wibble due to Toby being unable to, having broken both of 

his wrists. David performs Wibble’s final song, he is clipped to a safety wire and finishes 

the song by flying up into the rig out of sight, Toby is still holding the bomb trigger and 

on the final beat he high fives Saoirse and the bomb goes off. A massive explosion 

happens in the rig, the stunned cast stare at the audience as pieces of charred dragon 

fall from the sky. 

 

Act 1 – The Studio 

After Toby fumbles his line he apologises to the kids in the audience and then mimes 

shooting himself in the head 

Anthony as King Lemonhead climbs the tower and his safety wire gets jammed, it 

strangles him and he passes out 

Andy the director arrives on the set and compares Anthony to a “beluga whale” and 

“Augustus Gloop” 

After Elizabeth suggests a way of doing the scene without Anthony to Andy, he 

belittles her and Toby 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Elizabeth tries to convince Sean to steal an accident report form for her, she asks 

“What’s the worse that could happen?” and he responds that he could “trip on the 

stairs and fracture my skull and bleed to death. Or actually the worst would be if I 

ended up a vegetable. Totally aware but trapped in my mind just…screaming.” 

 

Act 2 – The Gallery 

Andy talks about how much he hates Toby as Wibble the Dragon, after he tells Toby 

“It’s fine” for him making a mistake, he says as an aside “I hope you die in a fire” 

When Saoirse and Andy think Anthony is trapped in the tower Saoirse wonders if he 

has had a stroke, Andy jokes that he’s had several 

Sean wishes they had hired David Cooper-Brown as Wibble, Andy responds “Anyone 

who’s that enthusiastic about being in a kids show is just looking for an excuse to be 

near children” 

Andy asks Michaela to tell Anthony to tone down the vibrato, when Anthony responds 

that vibrato denotes status he says to “tell him he’s coming across like a distressed 

nonce in a scout hut.” 

After Saoirse and Andy realise Anthony is trapped on his safety wire, Andy shouts 

through the headset to Michaela, belittling her 

After Saoirse and Andy come back from the Studio, David Cooper-Brown comes out of 

his hiding place in the cupboard and threatens Andy & Saoirse with a gun, saying Andy 

ruined his life 

Sean then enters and David also threatens him, Sean says he wanted to cast David 

because of his “bouncy energy, although I now see that was probably thinly veiled 

psychosis” 

David asks Andy to say that he’s sorry he didn’t cast him, David doesn’t believe him 

and asks him to tell the truth, Andy snaps and tells David he is pathetic and childish 

and Andy retaliates punching Andy in the gut and he collapses to the floor 

Throughout the rest of the scene David threatens Andy, Sean, Saoirse and eventually 

Toby with a gun. 

Andy introduces Toby to David and says that David is insane 

After David tells Andy to “Stop calling Wibble stupid!” he squares up to him pointing 

the gun directly in his face, he is distracted by Michaela on the PA system and Andy 

takes the opportunity to try and get the gun from David, they wrestle on the floor and 

Andy manages to tear the gun from David’s hands, he is then distracted when 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Michaela’s shoe bangs loudly against the glass wall, David then knocks the gun out of 

his hand and gets Andy in a choke hold, he eventually chains him to a desk and lets 

him go. David then gets a remote trigger from his pocket and reveals an explosive 

underneath his costume and threatens to blow them up. Andy says he’s bluffing as he 

believes David’s daughter is in the audience, David then reveals that his daughter died 

from Leukaemia, that she was fighting to be able to see her Dad play Wibble, he 

recounts how he did a perfect audition and that Andy said at the end “No mentals 

thanks”. Andy responds “I wasn’t wrong was I?” David carries on and reveals that when 

he told his daughter he didn’t get the part, he was broken, and that after that she 

“gave up” and “slipped away in the night”. 

 

 

Act 3 – The Gallery 

Saoirse implies that the hostage situation is Andy’s fault, she says “You called him 

mental”, he responds “I wouldn’t have done it if I’d known he was actually mental. You 

don’t call mentals mental or they go mental!” Saoirse responds, “Stop saying mental, 

it’s offensive!” 

Saoirse tries to convince Andy they need to carry on with the filming and suggests they 

deal with David after, Andy responds “what happens is he kills us all when he realises 

this stupid mad stunt isn’t going to magically bring his brat back to life”, Saoirse and 

Sean ask him to go easy on David and David responds “What if a school bus crashes? 

Fifty parents get a free pass to massacre Sesame Street?...It doesn’t matter if he has a 

dead child, it doesn’t make him any less mad, just like playing Wibble the Dragon won’t 

make her any less dead.” 

Sean, Andy and Saoirse try to come up with a plan as to how they deal with David, 

Sean suggests they try and trap him in the tower, and then if he blows himself up he 

won’t hurt anyone else. 

Sean then suggests that Toby breaks his thumb to get his hand out of the handcuff, 

Toby then uses the BAFTA award and smashes his hand, he gets the handcuff off but 

they hear someone come up the stairs so Sean handcuffs Toby’s unbroken hand. 

Pam enters and they tell her about David “A terrorist is holding the studio hostage”, 

they hear David coming up so Pam hides in the cupboard. 

David enters and threatens Toby and Andy with his gun 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Andy tells David to give him the gun and he’ll tell him what he really thinks, David 

refuses and Andy says he’ll “say anything to not get shot” and that “Dead children all 

over the country will come back to life and crawl out of their graves as tiny little 

zombies because of the sheer power of your ability to embody a cartwheeling dragon.” 

David tells Andy to “Shut up!” and Andy says “25 years in the industry and a BAFTA beg 

to differ” and Andy holds up his BAFTA, David shoots the BAFTA which is blasted out of 

Andy’s hand, Pam then falls out of the cupboard clutching a wounded leg, the bullet 

went through the BAFTA and hit her. 

After David exits Toby says he doesn’t want to wait here and die, he puts his other 

hand between his chair and the desk, kicks the chair and breaks his other hand. 

Saoirse tries to convince everyone to make a plan to save the show and stop everyone 

getting hurt when a bang can be heard from the studio, they think David has shot 

Elizabeth and she’s dead. Everyone leaves the gallery and Anthony can be heard 

calling for a medic when a 2nd gunshot is heard. 

 

Act 4 – The Medic’s Office 

After Kevin manages to get on his feet, he heads outside his office to ask for paint 

thinner, a gunshot rings out in the studio and he screams and ducks back inside, he 

thinks Elizabeth might be dead. 

After calling 999 for a third time, unsuccessfully Kevin tells himself has to do 

something, offstage Anthony calls out for a Medic and Kevin screams and charges out 

the door, he screams as another gunshot goes off. 

 

Act 5 – The Studio 

After Elizabeth leaves to go to the Medic’s office, a gunshot can be heard coming from 

the gallery 

Anthony won’t come down from the tower, he eventually tells Michaela that there is a 

hostage situation and that if David knows that Michaela knows, David will kill them all 

After Toby stumbles out of the stairwell, he charges at David, flailing his broken hands 

like flippers, they wrestle each other on the floor. Michaela pulls David off Toby by his 

tail and hits him on the head with her clipboard. Toby manages to pull the bomb 

trigger out of David’s pocket with his teeth prompting David to pull out his gun, he 

shoots towards Elizabeth who is sitting on her perch, she falls off clutching her foot. 

Toby lunges for the gun, but can’t pick it up with his broken hands, David grabs him 

from behind and Toby shoves the gun towards the medic office. Toby and Kevin then 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

work between them to try and pick up the gun, eventually they accidentally flip it 

across to David who catches it, Sean runs in and David threatens him with the gun. 

David asks Toby to give him the trigger and threatens that if he doesn’t he’ll shoot 

Sean. Toby opens the trapdoor suddenly which distracts David and Michaela whacks 

the gun out of David’s hand with her clipboard, the gun triggers whilst it’s falling in slow 

motion, it shoots and hits Andy in the arm. Kevin manages to capture David but David 

gets free by tearing Kevin’s glued hands apart. David then drags Andy, centre stage 

and puts the gun to his head, he threatens Andy and Andy apologises to David, tells 

him he has a son and it’d break his son’s heart if he killed him, David steps back, sinks 

to the floor and puts the gun down. 

Saoirse picks up the gun and accidentally waves it to the audience, she realises and 

passes it to Andy. 

David performs Wibble’s final song, he is clipped to a safety wire and finishes the song 

by flying up into the rig out of sight, Toby is still holding the bomb trigger and on the 

final beat he high fives Saoirse and the bomb goes off. A massive explosion happens in 

the rig, the stunned cast stare at the audience as pieces of charred dragon fall from 

the sky. 


